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sequence database. We haveapplied a prelim'iparyversion of the R3P
method in combination with the 3D profile method for the prediction of
several sequences to be folded as
filabarrels by sequence database searches
with a number of /3la barrel profiles."
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Program Use a n d Availabllity
As described above there are a large number of ways to generate a
profile. The method one uses depends on theapplication. For fold identification, there is no absolute favorite. No profile works best in all cases, but
best 'results are generallyobtained with continuous profiles or an R3P
profile. For structure verification, the clear choice is continuous profiles.
For alignment of an identified structurewith the sequence, the clear choice
is the R3P method.The following programs are available from the authors.
ENVIRON: Calculates area buried and fraction polarfor each residue
in a structure
3D-PROFILER: Reads the outputfile from ENVIRON and generates
a discrete profile
PROFGEN: Reads the output file from ENVIRON and generates a
continuous profile of the structure
MAKER3P: Produces an R3P profile directly fr0m.a coordinate file
ALIGNR3P: Produces a sequence-R3P profile alignment by an iterative refinement procedure
PROFILESEARCH: Determines optimal alignment scores for
a database of sequenccs with a 3D profile; the alignment scores are converted to 2 scores, and the output is a sorted list of sequences and
alignment scores
VERIFY-3D: Determines the overall 3D profile scoie for a structure
and the average score in regions of sequence along the structure

Introduction

Since the 1970s, protein structure comparison methods have become
increasingly sophisticated. Early rigid-body techniqucs' have been used to
study different mutant and ligand-bound
forms. They arefast and cxlrcmely
efficient for superposing very similar structures, but as structures diverge
these methods cannot always identify equivalent
positions because of insertions and deletions (indels).
A major incentiveto developing more robust methods has beenneed
the
to analyze protein fold families, extracting information that can improve
structure prediction and modeling. Because there are nearly 30 times more
known sequences than structures, this
is an importantconsideration. During
evolution, the sequence of a protein may change, but the overall fold is
much more conserved, remaining the same even if 70% of the sequence
changes?' This gives rise t o families of related structures and means that
a new structure can be modeled on a known one if the proteins have
similar sequences.
Analyses of protein families can help in protein structure modcling by
setting tolerances on variability +different positions in the fold. Similarly,
for structureprediction,informationfromprotein
familiescan improve
template or profile-based methods by incorporating rcsidue prcferenccs i n
specific structural locations in the
In some protein families (e.g.. dinucleotide binding proteins), very l o w
sequence similaritics (<IO%) havc been found and thcrc arc ofkn very
extensive indels, usually in the loops, whereas the core of the fold is much
more conserved. For these much broader fold familics, very sensitive structure comparison methods are needed. In particular these should
bc nhle
to identify conserved structural regionsthat may be associated w i t h specilic
sequence patterns. Such regions
might be important for the folding pathway
or Fpr stabilizing thc fold.To meet this challenge, ;Iwealth of ncw compari,
,
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son methods have been developed, some ablc to cope with very distantly
related proteins.
There are now over 30 methods for comparing structures.This chapter
discusses those flexible enough to align distnntlyrelatedstructures and
therefore most suitable for identifying andanalyzing protein fold families.
To illustrate ways of overcoming the various difficulties encountered, we
havefocused on ourmethod,sequentialstructurealignmentprogram
(SSAP). and describe the various modifications that have been requiredto
handle more complex similarities. In particular, the need to identify similar
motifs between proteins and the development of a multiple comparison
method that can identify the consensus structure for a family of related
proteins are discussed.
Dlfferent Approaches
There are two main approaches to structvre alignment, both based on
comparing the global protein geometry (reviewed in Ref. 6 ) . Rigid-body
techniques superpose structures in a commod.external frame of reference
andmeasuredistancesbetweenequivalent
positions: Alternatively, the
internal geometry of two proteins can be compared, that is, distances or
vectors between residues in the same protein. Both types need strategies
for coping with insertions and deletions. Some include information about
local residue features, such as torsional angles, to enhance accuracy.
Although early rigid-body methods' had problems with indels,
more
recent
include
using dynamic
programming
locate
to equivalent
positions for superposition. Initial alignments
are often obtainedby comparing sequences or torsional angles. The fit can then be optimized by iterating
through cycles of superposition followed by alignment based on distances
between superposed positions.
The effect of indels on superposition methods can also be minimized
by removing the variable loops and comparing secondary structuresIO or
similarly chopping the protein into fragments." Although some of these
approaches have been ableto identify quite remote similarities, none have
yet been used for automatically clustering structures into fold families.
Many methods used for identifying structural families have been based
on comparing internal global geometry. Different algorithms can be used
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(e.g., graph theory,12 geometric hashing,I3 distance plot comparison"'~'s)
along with various ways of coping with indels. I n some graph thcorctic;ll
approaches, graphs we based 011 distances and angles hclwccn sccoIlcli\ry
structure elements. Use of subgraph isomorphism algoritl~rns'~
allows partial matches between proteins, thereby accommodating indels. Solnc vcry
interestingsindarities have been identifiedusing thesetechniques,and
they are fast allowing new structures to be scanned against all those known
to search for matches.
Distance plot-based methods compare all the interresidue distmccs i n
one protein, to equivalent distances in another. Distance plots were originally suggested byPhillips16in 1970, and are two-dimensionalmatrices
whose axes correspond to all the residue positions. Cells can be shaded
according to distances between residues. Nearly identical structures can be
compared simplyby overlaying their distance plots. Early strategies for
indels included chopping out apparently nonequivalent residue
positions
in order to be able to generate conformant plots that could be overlaid."
Inthemethod of Holm andSander,'s-18proteins ate choppedinto
hexapeptide fragments to limit the effect of indels, and the distance plots
are comparedto find matching fragments.These arethen recombined using
simulated annealing. This flexible approach has been used to cluster all the
known structures into protein families automatically. I t can also be uscd
to search for structural matcheswith different topologies, although this can
be very time-consuming because all possibilities are explored. Few such
instances have been identified to date.
A method that includes information about other rclationships betwecn
rcsidue positions (c,g., llydrogcn bonding patterns) hiIs bccn rlcvclopcd by
Sali and Blundell.lY Relationships are compared
using simulated annealing,
to identify possible equivalences betweenthe two protcins.This infornlation
and that of similarities for a range of residue features (e&, accessibility.
torsional angles, and volume)
are accumulatedin a two-dimensional similarity matrix, except axes are labeled with positions from each protein. I n a
final step,correspondingresidues are determined usingsingle dynamic
programming. Most families in the protein structure data bank have been
compared and aligned using this approach. Contributions of scores from
H. M. Grindley. P. J. Artymiuk, D. W. Rice, and P. Willett. 1. Mol. Bid. 229, 707 (1993).
R. Nussinov and H. J, Woollson. Proc. Naf. Acad Sci. 88, 10495 (1989).
,..!?-W. R. Taylor and C. A. Orengo, J. Mol. Diol. 208, 1 (1989).
Is L.Holm and C. Sandcr. J . Mol. Biol. 233, 123 (1993).
l6D. C. Phillips in "Development of Crystallograpllic Enzymology," Vol. 31. p. 11 (1970).
I' E. A. Padlan and D. R. Davies, Proc, N ~ IAcacl.
.
Sci. 72,819 (1975).
InL. Holm and C. Sander, M P I I I O ~
Er~zynrol.
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266, Chap. 39, 1996 (this volume).
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comparingdifferentfeatures
and relations[lipshave
to be carefully
weighted, and this makes the approach less suited to data bank searching
and automatic clustering of protein families.
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Frotcin A
E I S E R R H V F

Sequential Structure Alignment Program: A Distance Plot-Based
Method for Comparing Protein Structures

Some of the problems encountered in comparing distantly related proteins andways of overcoming them can be illustratedfor the SSAP method
of Taylor and Orengo."This compares internal geometry between proteins
using theNeedleman-Wunschdynamicprogrammingalgorithmsdeveloped for sequence alignment. Insteadof residue identitiesor physicochemical properties, three-dimensional geometryis compared toidentify equivalent positions.
This is done by describing a structural environment or view for each
residue which is the set of vectors from the CP atom to CP atoms of all
other residues in the protein (Fig. 1).The view is defined within a common
frame of reference for each residue based on t h e tetrahedral geometry of
the Ca atom. Vectorsgive more information on relative positions in a view
than simple distances. Similarly, using CP atoms gives'more information

Vectors from F to

Vectors from V to

H S E R R H V P

H S E R R H V F

FIG.2. Double dynamic programming algorilhm used by SSAP. Rcsiduc vicws are scorcd
in lower level, vector matrices (b, c). The alignment paths through thesc matrices, found by
dynamic programming, are added to an upper level, summary matrix (a). Once vicws from
all selccted residue pairs have been compared, thc optimalpath through the summary matrix.
again identified by dynamic programming, gives the alignment of residues i n the two structurcs.
Shaded cells are outside the window of selccted residuc pairs.

I

(b)
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of residue structural environments or views that are

compared in the SSAP method." In (a). A and B represent fragments of protein structure,
and the dottcd lines are vectors from residues i (in A) and k (in B). Common frames of
reference are used to derive these vectors. based on Cu geometry. This means that views
from iand k can simply be compared by calculating the difference between equivalent vectors.

than Ca atoms,particularly for alternating positions along a /3 strand.
Because views are defined in the coordinate frame of thc Ca alom, they
are rotationally invariant, which makes their comparison insensitive to the
displacement of substructures.
If proteins are
nearly identical, residueviews can becomparcd by simply
subtracting equivalent vectors (Fig. 1). However, as with distance plots,
-'iiisertions and deletions make it difficult to identify equivalent positions.
This problem is solved byusing dynamic programming to align residuc
views (Fig. 2). As with sequence alignment, a two-dimensional m n l r i x is
constructed (vector matrix).
The axes are the vector seIs of the two proteins,
and cells are scored by subtracting the associated vectors. For example,
the score for comparing vector vi+-* in protein A with vector V k - k - 2 i n
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protein B (see Fig. 1) is

Flavodoxin

SVeCl,..i..~,+~-~ =

Q / ( bf 6)

(11
conlpare all rcslducs
w l t l l i n w111dow(14 CI'U Inins)

where

'

8 = vi-i-2 - vk-k-2
(2)
In Eq. (1) S is thedistancebetween
the vectors,and n (=500) and b
(=lo) are parameters that were optimized using a large set of structure
comparisons from the protein data bank. Parameter b softens the contribution of local distances and prevents residue pairs scoring
too highly for
similar local geometry (e.g., if they are both in helices) regardless of their
relative positions in the structures.
The optimal pathway,aligning the views is obtained by dynamic programmingandadded to asummarysimilarity matrix (Fig. 2). All residue
views are compared in this way, and a final dynamic programming evaluation of the summary matrix gives the optimal alignment of the two structures. Use of dynamic programmingat two levels, that is, to align all residue
views and finally to align the residues, has been describeddouble
as
dynamic
programming.
The advantage of summing the whole path,rather than putting a single
value in the residue pair cell, is that information about structurally similar
regions tendsto be reinforcedwith the addition of each path. Consequently.
cells in the matrix corresponding to structurally equivalent positions have
much higher scores than the average (typically1000-fold) depending on
the sizes of the proteins being compared. This makesthe method relatively
insensitive to the value of the gap penalty and very robust, as equivalent
regions can be easily recognized. A nominal gap penalty of 50 is chosen
for all types of comparisons. To reduce noise caused by adding paths from
nonequivalent residue positions, a cutoff of 10 on the path score prevents
low scoring pathways from being accumulated.
An upper limit can be placed on the number of insertions or deletions
expected between the proteins being compared.
This is equivalent to placing
a window on the vector and summary score matrices (Figs. 2 and 3). Only
vector pairs or residue pairs within the window are compared and scored,
reducing the time required for an alignment. Default
window sizes are
typically set to be the difference in the number of residues in the proteins
being compared, plus 50,
Including Other lnformation besides Global Geometry
In addition to comparing structural environments, other residue information can be included2' (e.g., accessibility, torsional angles, volume). Dif-
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FIG.3. Increases in speed lor 111eSSAP nlclllod achieved by reducing 111c nunlbcr o r
residue paircomparisonspcrformcd.Central processing unit (CPU) timcsaregivcnfor running
SSAP on an Indigo R4000 compuler.

ferences in these properties are scored in the summary similarity matrix.
Information about other structural
relationships, such as hydrogcn bonding
patterns or disulfide bonds, can alsobeincluded
i n theresidue views.
Weights for the contribution of these different features and relationships
were optimized on a set of comparisons in the immunoglobulin and dinucleotide-binding families of proteins. Vector views provide most information
and are weighted highly, but for some of the more remote comparisons
improvements can be obtained by including information about hydrogcn
bonding and accessibility.
Increasing Speed

Various modifications have been implementedto spced up the method.
- 6 t h efirst?' views are only comparedif the residues appear tobe in similar
structural locations, that is, they have similar accessibilities and torsional
angles. A parameter Stot controls the allowed difference in these properties.
The selection criterion expressed by Eq. (3) below has been found lo give
C. A. Orcngo and W.R. Taylor. 1. Theor. Diol. 147,517 (19r)O).
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scoring scheme for identifying related structuros. This calculates the logarithm of the average similarity score for equivalent vectors. It is measured
over all pairs of equivalent vectorsfrom all equivalent residue pairs. Vectors
to adjacent positions ( 5 5 rcsidues) are excludcd to reduce the cfkct of
high scores from local secondary structure similarity:

whcre Svec~~,~+,.,,.is the vector similarity score for comparing vectorsfrom
equivalent residues i and 'i in proteins A and B to equivalent residues j
and j ' . respectively. In Eq. (4), o h is the number of aligned residue pairs,
and maxequivs is the number of residues in the smallest protein and therefore the maximum possible number of equivalent positions between the
proteins. Since the maximum score from comparing two identical vectors
is 50, the final SSAP scoreis set tohave a maximum valueof 100 as follows:
.. Sishp = In(SssAp) * 100/ln(SO)
(5)
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into 430 families on the basis of sequence similarity.26 Sequence alignmcnt
is at least 10 times faster than structure comparison, and if more than 30%
of the sequences correspond the foldswill be the same?.' Representatives
fromeachfamilycanthen
be structurallycompared using SSAPc and
families merged if their representatives match with SSAP scores above 80.
This gives 274 homologous families. If the SSAP cutoff is softened to 70,
206 fold families are obtained.2'j Relationships between structuresin these
broader families is less clear,as functions and sequences can
difFer substantially. In view of this uncertainty, the families
can be described as analogous
fold families.
A newly determined protein structure can be scanned against a set of
representative structures from each of the 274 homologous fold families
to check whether it is a novel fold or can be assigned to a particular family.
The distribution of SSAP scores across the set enables structural n~atches
lo be expressed as standard deviations from the mean,

mately 5 CPU minutes on an Indigo R4000 computer to identify all greekkey motifs in two immunoglobulin structures,it is feasible to use the method
to search for common motifs among a set
of proteins with similar architectures, for example, all the mainly a proteins which have predominantly
orthogonal helix-helix interactions.
Using SSAP for Data Bank Searches and forIdentifying
Protein Families

,

Protein fold .families canbe identified by using fast SSAPc to compare
protein structures. In the June 1994 rcleasc or lllc Protcjn Dala Bank"
(PDB)there are over3000 well-resolved structures (C3.0A) which cluster

'' F. C. Bcrns1cin.T. F. Koclslc. G. J. D. Willinms, E. F.Meyerc. M. D. nricc, J. R. Rcrdgcrs,
0. Kcnnard. T. Sllin:mochi, and M. Tasumi. 1. Mol. B i d . 112,535 (1977).
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The most recent version of SSAP (SSAPm) was dcvelopcd'" wit11 [he
aim of analyzing fold families and is particularly suited to broad slruclurnl
fandies such as those of thesuperfolds. SSAPtllmultiplyaligns
a I'olrl
family to find conserved rcgions which C ~ beI used ;ISstrucItlri\I lingcrl>rints
in prediction and recognition methods. All pairs of proteins in the Catnily
are compared using S A P . The alignment of the highest scoring pair is
thcll 1IScd IOseed Ihc nlulliplcalignlncnt, ilnd il coIIsct1slIs strllctul'c is
calculated consistingofavcrageviews at each residueposition. no111ilvcrilgc
vectors and information about their
variability are calculated. All remaining
structures in the set are then compared to the consensus and the highest
scoring structure added next. This cycle of addition, construction of a new
consensus,and pairwise comparisonsagainsttheconsensus
is repeated
until all structures have been merged into the alignment. Information on
variability is used to set weights for scoring vector comparisons. Similarly,
a structure conservation measure, calculatedat each position, weights
vector
comparison scores for that position and enhances the alignment of conserved core regions in the fold.
The program CORA takes the multiplealignment givenby SSAPm
and generates a structural template for the family. Only positions with
individual SSAP scores above a cutoff are written to the Icmplntc, itnd
average views to other selectedpositions are described together with vector
variabilityinformation.Thecutoffcan be adjusted depending on the similarity of structures compared. Structural templates can be used boll1 for lbld
recognition by threading type algorithmsand in fold identification. Considerable improvements in resolution between related and unrelated structures
can be obtained by searching against the structure database
with a fold
template (Figs. 7 and 8). The program CORALIGN is a modified version
of SSAP fhat aligns a protein structure against a template generaled by
CORA. ApiI1. individual SSAP conservnlion scores illld inl'orlni1lion on
vector variability are used to set weights for matching key conserved positions i n the Cold.
Conclusion
I n summary, there are now several robust methods for comparing distantly related protein structures, somexJ"*2x perlorming multiple compari-,-.sons wit11 profein fold families IO identify and cl~aractcrizcconscrvcd structural features. Already,thedatagenerated
by llwe mclhods olfw
considerable hope for improvements in fold rec~gnition.~.~
" W.

R. Taylor. T. P. Flores. and C. A. Orcngo. Profeirt Sci. 3,

1858 (1994).
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FIG.7. Dendrogram showing the structural relationships for a set of doubly wound alp
pr0teins.The.x axis gives the SSAPscore.On the right-hand side,schematic topologyrepresentations. drawn by the program T O P S P are shown for each structure. Helices are represented
by circles and fl strands by triangles. The common core of the fold, identified by SSAPm. is
shaded and consists of a four-stranded p sheet with an a helix packed on each side.

This is timely as there are still far moreproteinsequences known
(-100,000) thanstructuresdetermined
(-4000). By the year 2005, we
may expect thousands more sequences from the various genome mapping
projects, The ultimate goal is to understand the functions of these proteins,
and knowledge of the protein structure is an essential step in this process.

SSAP score
1
.
'
FIG.8.

lmprovemcnts in fold identification obtained by scanning lhrougll the d:lr:lset o f
nonhomologous structures using a structural tClIIpli\tC based on thc colimol1 corc or tllc ~rlp
doubly wound folds. (a) Distribution of SSAP scorcs obtained by Scillming against thc data
sct with a representative doubly wound alp structure (Clwy). (b) Distribution olSSAP scorcs
using rhc corc rcmplatc. Solid bars arc corrcct hirs (other alternating p l a type protcins with
a similar fold), whereas crosshatched bars represen1 hits 011 'I'IM-bi~rrclprotcins (;kltcrnating
fila typc protcins with a dillcrcnt fold). Hatched bars arc unrc1:ltcd folds.
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We can expect that analysis of prolein structural familiesand idcntification
of consensus structural templates will improve both template- and threading-based prediction algorithms for identifying fold
the of a protein, particularly for the superfolds. For more complex and less frequently observed
folds,characterization of commonstructural motifs andanyassociated
sequence patterns would be expected to improve prediction.

Running SSAP and Generatlng Superposition of Structures
All versions of SSAP require a n input WOLF file. This can be created
by running the program
WOLF,a modified version of DSSP29that generates
information about hydrogen bonding patterns and secondary structure assignments. The input file for WOLF is the Protein Data Bankz5 file for
the structure. WOLF files also contain residue accessibilities and torsional
angles, together with frames of reference for each residue, centeredon the
Cp position.
Additional SEC files are needed for running SSAPc. These contain
information about the line vectors representing secondary structures,
together with pairwise distances and angles
and overlap information for each
secondarystructurepair.Theyaregenerated
by runningtheprogram
SECLINE.
Besides returning the normalized global score, SSAP outputs an aiignment of the two structures together w i t h individual scores for each residue
position. These are in the range of 0 to 100 and measure similarityin views
for the residue pair. Scores are generally higher for secondary structure
regions and around active sites.
SSAP also outputs two superposition (SUP) files, listing equivalent
positions and scores. These are iilput for the program SUPRMS,-"' which
performs a weightctl superposition using the SSAP residuescores as
weights. SUPRMS is based on the McLachlan least squares method3' and
returns thc root-mcnn-square (rlns) dcviiltio11 bctwccn the strpcturcs together wit11 the number of residue pairs superposed for a 3.0 A cutoff. I t
also outputs a QUANTA graphics file forcoloring the superposed structures
according to similarity in views at each position.
For multiple conlparisons across a Family of structures, the' program
SSAPm generates a MULTISUP file listing equivalent positions and information about conservation of residue views. This can be input to the pro-

29

w. Kabsch and C. Sander, Oiopolymers 22,2577

(1983).

F. Rippmann and W. 11. Tnylor. 1. Mol. Grnpl~.9, 169 (1991).
l1 A. D. McLachlan, Acta Crysrallogr. A18,656 (1979).

yI

Availabtllty
The SSAP package can be obtained by sending a request to orengo@
bsm.bioc.ucl.ac.uk. Programs are distributed as binary files compiled for
execution on a Silicon Graphics machine running UNIX.
T.P. Flores. personal communication.
"T.P. Flores, D. S. Moss, and J . M. Thornton, Proreitt ,518. 7,31 (1993).
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Introduction
The structure of a protein can elucidate its function, in both general
and specific terms, and its evolutionary history. Extractingthis information,
however, requires a knowledge of the structure and its relationships with
other proteins. Thesetwo aspects are not independent,
for an understanding
of the structure of a single protein requires a general knowledge or the
folds that proteins adopt, while an understanding or relationships requires
detailed information about the structures of m a n y proteins.
Fortunately, this complex problem with its intcrtwined requiremenls
is not insurmou~~tal~le.
for two ~ C R S ~ I I SFirsf.
.
proteinstrocturcs ciw hc
fundamentally understood i n ways that nmst of their s c c ~ u ~ ~ ~cnnno~.
ces
The comprehensibility of proteinstructurcsderives from lllc reletivcly
few secondary structure elements in a given domain and the fact t h a t the
arr;lngcmont oI'thcsc clclncnts is g~ciltlytcstrictcd by physics : I I I ~proh;lbly
by evolution. Second, resourcesare now available lo aid recognition of the
relationships between protein structures. The structural classilicetion or
protcins p cop) dnIi\l)iIsc hicrwclricelly org;mizcs proteins ;\ccording
t o heir
structures and evolutionary origin.'As such, it Corms a resource that allows
researchers to learn about the nature
of protein folds, tofocus their investi-
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